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Steering Committee

The Steering Committee reviewed and approved the assumptions for curriculum development, brainstormed themes, and created the framework for the K-4 units. They also wrote guidelines for literacy development and the use of pinyin. Steering Committee members include:

- Chen Hui, Ohio Contemporary Chinese School, The Ohio State University Chinese Flagship
- Su-Jane Chen, Laurel School, Chinese Language Association of Elementary-Secondary Schools
- Diane Ging, Columbus Public Schools
- Jeannine Subisak, Ph.D. Columbus Academy, Chinese Language Association of Elementary-Secondary Schools
- Tai Shuling, Laurel School, Cleveland State University Intensive Licensure Program
- Wu Ching-Hsuan, Columbus Academy, The Ohio State University Foreign and Second Language Education Program
- Yu Hongyuan, Ohio Contemporary Chinese School
- Zhao Huanzhen, The Ohio State University Chinese Flagship, Ohio Contemporary Chinese School

Writing Team

Writers representing many areas of the Chinese-speaking world participated in the development of our curriculum. To strengthen their respective units, writers collaborated on vocabulary, sentence patterns, cultural content, literacy development strategies, content from the regular curriculum to reinforce, technology connections, and assessments throughout the writing process. Writers Team members include:

- Chen Hui, Ohio Contemporary Chinese School, The Ohio State University Chinese Flagship
- Chen Jun, Hawken School, Guest Teacher from China
- Su-Jane Chen, Laurel School, Chinese Association of Elementary-Secondary Schools
- Mei Yu Flanagan, Piedmont Language School (CA)
- Gao Yongpei, Chagrin Falls Exempted Village Schools, Guest Teacher from China
- He Yu, Evangelical Christian School (FL), Chinese Association of Elementary-Secondary Schools
- Lucy Lee, Livingston School (NJ), Chinese Language Association of Elementary-Secondary Schools
- Li Luling, Shaker Heights City Schools, Guest Teacher from China
- Lin Evans, Columbus State Community College, Gahanna-Jefferson City Schools
- Pu Xin-an, Ph.D., Ohio Contemporary Chinese School, The Ohio State University, Department of Neuroscience
- Zhang Yi, Dublin City Schools
- Zhao Huanzhen, The Ohio State University Chinese Flagship, Ohio Contemporary Chinese School

Many thanks to our editors Nancy Moffitt and Chen Hui.
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